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A Commitment to Your Success
It all began in 1972 with twelve cases of tape in a suburban garage. 

Since that time, BGR has grown into one of the Midwest’s premiere 
providers of packaging systems and supplies. Today, we own a 
200,000 square foot warehouse outside Cincinnati, stocking over 
6,000 different items to make your job easier.

We achieved this growth by providing competitive pricing, 
wide selection, and expert service. We also did it by listening to 
customers like you. We get to know your markets and your needs. 
And we offer products, programs and services to help your business 
grow, including:

• Packaging system analysis and recommendations
• New and reconditioned packaging equipment
• Equipment repair and maintenance 
• Extensive inventory of packaging supplies
• Custom converted tapes
• Custom label printing and converting
• Large express delivery fl eet

BGR means Building Great Relationships. To do that, we measure 
our success by your success. That’s the commitment we’ve made to our success by your success. That’s the commitment we’ve made to 
you for over 35 years, and it’s one you can count on into the future.

Hours:

7:30 AM – 5:30 PM (Monday – Friday)
8:00 AM – 11:00 AM (Saturday)
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Welcome to BGR’s new, next-generation catalog! What you’ll fi nd here is 
more of a general overview of our products and services. We moved the 
more detailed information to our website (www.bgrinc.com), as well as 
your actual purchase experience. And we did it all with you in mind:

Ease: Browse leisurely, or search by keyword, and then point and 
click—all from one convenient location.

Freshness: Get a much more current look at our inventory and pricing.

Security: Order with confi dence from our password-protected 
customer portals. 

More specifi cally, we have fi lled our website with features that make 
your shopping and purchasing experience simple and convenient:

• Introduction of new products and services
• Current on-line specials
• Small quantity pricing references
• Expanded equipment information
• Direct links to manufacturers
• Current listings of used equipment
• Helpful resource page updates
• Access to past order histories

BGR is bringing packaging into the 21st century.
We think it’s about time!

BGR knows it takes more than a comprehensive product inventory and 
fast delivery to earn your business. We must also offer a broad range of 
support services and custom products.

 • Packaging needs assessments

 • Equipment needs assessments

 • Equipment service plans

 • Customized equipment lease and fi nance plans

 • Loaner equipment programs

 • Equipment procurement

 • Advice on packaging processes

 • Package confi guration testing

 • Comprehensive packaging programs across the entire enterprise

 • Cost analysis of current packaging processes

 • Recommendation of the optimum packaging solution for the  
  lowest total price

 • Custom converting of specialty tapes

 • Custom label printing

• Contract packaging

In addition, BGR maintains a staff of factory authorized and trained 
technicians with over 40 years of combined service experience. We can 
service all types of packaging equipment, in our shop or yours. 

 • System design

 • Line integration

 • Installation

 • Modifi cation of existing equipment

 • Custom equipment design

 • Planned maintenance programs

 • Support and training, multiple shifts

BGR maintains an extensive parts inventory so we can guarantee 24-hour 
resolution. In fact, most calls are resolved in about six hours! Our goal is 
to reduce your downtime and have you up and running as fast 
as possible.

How to Use This Catalog BGR Services
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New Equipment
If you want to be a true solutions provider for your customers, you’ll 
need a range of technologies on hand. Which machine will best meet 
the need in each instance? Where do you fi nd it? Do they even make 
that one anymore?

There are a lot of questions to consider, and BGR is here to help. BGR 
offers a wide range of packaging technology, from production line 
equipment to small hand tools.  

We will help you fi nd the best solution—new or reconditioned, off the 
shelf or hard to fi nd. And for those times when you have more 
questions than answers, BGR offers process evaluations and 
recommendations, free of charge.

Please visit us at www.bgrinc.com for a detailed listing of new and 
reconditioned packaging equipment.

• Shrink tunnels 
 • Case erectors 
 • Strapping systems 
 • Case sealers 
 • Stretch wrappers 
 • L-bar sealers 
 • Tape dispensers 
 • Thermal printers 
 • Bag sealers 
 • Bagging systems 
 • Label applicators 
 • Adhesive systems 

Reconditioned Equipment
If you’re thinking of buying used and reconditioned packaging 
equipment, BGR has some advice for you: ask tough questions, and 
don’t compromise.

Will it provide a good return on investment?

Will it run reliably?

Will someone be there for me if it quits?

If you’re asking BGR, the answer is yes, yes and yes. Our trained service 
technicians thoroughly inspect every piece of used equipment that 
comes through our doors. They look for excessive wear and potential 
trouble spots, and then make repairs and replacements as needed. The 
end result may not be the prettiest machine ever, but it will get the job 
done—and BGR will stand behind it.

Equipment that runs well and saves you money doesn’t stick around 
for long. So, check our website for the most current list of used and 
reconditioned packing equipment. If you don’t see what you’re after, 
let us know. We have a lot of contacts in the industry, and we’ll keep 
an eye out for you.

• Stretch wrappers 
 • L-bar sealers 
 • Strapping systems 
 • Tapers 
 • Packaging tools 
 • Thermal printers 
 • Bag sealing systems 
 • Label applicators 
 • Tape heads 
 • Shrink tunnels 

Packaging Equipment Packaging Equipment
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Strapping Equipment
Every time a shipment leaves your plant, it carries a little bit of your 
reputation with it. You want that product—and your reputation—to 
arrive at that customer’s door intact and looking good.

That’s where strapping comes in. Down there at the end of your 
process, strapping is last but certainly not least. To do it right, you need 
the right equipment. That’s why BGR offers a comprehensive line of 
tools to fi t your steel or plastic strapping needs, including:

 • Banders
 •  Tensioners
 • Crimpers

• Cutters
 • Semi-automatic table top strappers 
 • Automatic arch strapping machines 
 • In-line banding systems

Strapped in, strapped down, and out the door—BGR’s got you covered.

Dunnage Systems
Of course, strapping can’t do it alone.  Dunnage plays an equally 
important part, protecting your shipment from shock, vibration and 
moisture. 

There are many different dunnage needs out there, and BGR offers 
a variety of materials, systems and services to handle them.  Not 
sure which solution’s right for you? BGR will help there, too. We can 
perform a packaging analysis in your plant, and together we’ll tailor a 
solution to best fi t your specifi c needs.

Take a look at BGR’s many dunnage solutions to help protect your 
customer’s investment—and your reputation for reliable delivery.

• Air pillow machines 
• Paper dispensing equipment 
• Loose-fi ll delivery systems 
• Foam-in-place units 
• Bubble-on-demand machinery 

Packaging Equipment Packaging Equipment
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Material Handling & Work Stations
When it comes to conveying and material handling systems, you have 
a lot to consider: simple or compound curves, angle of slope, gravity 
fl ow, pounds per linear foot—let’s just say there’s math involved!

Whether you know exactly what you need, or you’re not quite sure, 
BGR has a material handling solution for you. We feature durable, 
fl exible Spacesaver and Nestafl ex conveyors to get your product from 
here to there, and back again.

BGR can also perform a workfl ow analysis in your shop to help you 
design the most effective system and use your fl oor space wisely. That’s 
another one of our many consultative services. 

BGR helps you get your product moving—smoothly and effi ciently.BGR helps you get your product moving—smoothly and effi ciently.BGR helps you get your product moving—

 • Conveying systems 
 • Hand trucks 
 • Pallet jacks 
 • Carts 
 • Work benches 
 • Shipping stations 
 • Packaging stations 

Small Tools
Big, shiny capital equipment is glamorous. Things like labelers and 
tackers? Not so much. But you couldn’t live without them.

That’s why BGR carries a wide assortment of small tools, so you can do 
the little jobs that make the big jobs possible. Whether you are cutting 
or taping, putting in staples or taking them out, make BGR your small 
tool resource.

• Stapling tools—hand operated
• Stapling tools—pneumatic operated
• Tackers
• Staple removers
• Safety knives
• Box cutters
• Tape dispensers

Packaging Equipment Packaging Equipment
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Hot or cold, sealed tight or easy-open, BGR carries a wide range of 
adhesive solutions to suit a variety of packaging needs. Got a new 
product or application? Not sure which way to go? As always, BGR 
is here to help you fi nd the proper adhesive to match your individual 
requirements. 

Whether it needs to be stuck, sealed, affi xed or adhered, BGR can help 
you out of—or into—a sticky situation!

• Aerosol adhesives
• Hot melt adhesives
• Liquid cold glues
• PSA glue sticks
• PSA glue dots
• Super glue adhesives
• Epoxies
• Thread-lockers
• Bulk cylinder adhesive spray systems

Adhesives

BGR’s Select Private Label Products



Great Quality, Great Performance and Great Value

With thousands of products to choose from, it can be a challenge to select 

the best value for your packaging program. That’s why we have developed 

our select private label Great American Brands. Each product has been 

thoroughly tested and selected for its quality, performance, and value. 

Many customers fi nd it easier to specify Great American Brands because 

they know they’re getting great products that are consistent and reliable. 

If we didn’t think these products were great values, we wouldn’t put our 

name on them!
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All Types and Sizes
In the packaging world you have a huge selection of specialty tapes 
to choose from—and BGR stocks nearly all of them. In fact, if we 
don’t have it, it just might not exist! BGR can provide an off-the-shelf 
solution, and we can also custom convert tapes for special applications.
Take a moment to browse our selection of application-specifi c tapes, or 
give us a call. BGR will help you choose the tape to best suit 
your needs.

• Finger wrap tape
• Flexographic plate mounting tape
• Foam adhesive one-side tape
• Pipe wrap tape
• Red/blue litho tape
• Roller wrap tape
• RTV tape
• Special use tape
• Tear strip tape
• UHMW tape
• Case sealing tapes 
• Case sealing tapes printed
• Case sealing paper gummed tapes
• Case sealing reinforced gummed tapes
• Document protection tapes
• Label protection pouch tapes
• Double coated tapes
• Double coated paper and tissue tapes
• Double coated fi lm, vinyl, cloth tapes
• Double coated extended liner tapes
• Double coated transfer/atg tapes
• Duct tapes: silver and colors
• Electrical tapes: black and colors
• Polyimide tapes
• Filament/strapping tapes
• Flame spray/grit blast tapes
• Fiberglass/silicone tapes
• Flame spray tapes
• Grit blast/shot peening/fl ame spray tapes
• Flatback tapes
• Foil and metallized tapes   
• Masking tapes—all types
• Offi ce/mending/stationary tapes
• Poly bag tapes
• Polyethylene/stretchable tapes
• Powder coating tapes
• Splicing tapes
• Tefl on® tapes
• Thread seal tapes
• Vinyl/aisle marking tapes

Tapes

Great American Brands include:

HPatriot Tapes—clear and paper packaging tapes and quality masking tapes 
in multiple colors

HFreedom Film—high-performance wrapping fi lms

H Liberty Wrap—light weight, yet rugged bubble protection for your products

H Independence Poly Bags—versatile and available in a wide range of sizes,   
thicknesses and closures

HCongress Cartons—sturdy corrugated product and shipping boxes in popular sizes

HRevolution Banding—durable and strong plastic pallet banding

HDeclaration Labels—a variety of commonly used identifi cation labels

OK, we had a little fun with the product names, but we wanted you to remember 

our Great American Brands. After all, who could forget the Continental Congress

who signed our Declaration of Independence and the Patriots who, in the Great 

American Revolution, fought for our Freedom and Liberty. We hold this truth to be Liberty. We hold this truth to be Liberty

self-evident—you’ll never go wrong ordering Great American Brands!

Look for Great American products in the category listings 
or on the Great American Brands web page in our online 
catalog at www.bgrinc.com. 

6392 Gano Rd.
West Chester, OH 45069

Tel: 513.755.7100 
Toll Free: 800.628.9195
Fax: 513.755.7855 www.bgrinc.com
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There are some things your business just can’t do without. The poly 
bag is one of them. You need bags—lots of them—in multiple sizes for 
multiple uses. From carrying small parts, to bin liners, to covering large 
machinery, the poly bag is an essential tool. One thing’s for sure—you 
don’t want to run out of them. 

At BGR, the poly bag is a cornerstone of our business. You can trust us 
to carry a wide selection in stock, in sizes from a 2 x 2 Locktop Bag to a 
Giant Poly Pallet Cover. Check our website for specifi c sizes, thicknesses 
and quantity pricing. If you can’t fi nd the size you need... give us a call. 

Count on us to carry the right bag, and to have it in stock. That’s a 
bottom-line benefi t from BGR to you.

It’s diffi cult to fi nd a small quantity of a large bag, that’s our niche!

• Small fl at poly bags
• Small gusset poly bags
• Medium fl at poly bags
• Medium gusset poly bags
• Large and giant fl at poly bags 
• Large and giant gusset poly bags  
• Anti-static poly bags
• Zip lock poly bags
• Poly bags on wickets or chipboard headers
• Trash liner poly bags
• Pre-opened bags on a roll
• Small pre-opened poly bags
• Retail merchandise poly bags
• Furniture poly bags
• Garment poly bags
• Large drum cover poly bags
• Large metallized poly bags   
• Vacuum bags
• Shrink PVC bags
• Drawstring poly bags
• Cloth mail bags

Bags, Covers & Liners Stretch Film, Shrink Film & Plastic/Poly Sheeting 

The name of the game is UNITIZING—taking ten, twenty or thirty loose 
cases of something and turning them into a solid uniform pallet. When 
you unitize, your product is more secure, easier to handle, and requires 
less labor time and cost. 

To get the job done, you’re going to need an assortment of stretch 
fi lms, shrink fi lms and sheeting in various strengths and grades. And 
you’ll need a versatile resource to help you stay on top of your game. 
That resource is BGR. From product packaging to product protection, 
from heavy-duty to barely visible, we have a product in stock to meet 
your requirements.

Not sure which choice is right for you? BGR has the expertise to help 
you select the best fi lm solution for your application. Just give us a call.

 • Hand grade blown stretch fi lm
 • Hand grade cast stretch fi lm
 • Hand grade extended core stretch fi lm
 • Hand grade pre-stretched fi lm
 • Machine grade blown stretch fi lm
 • Machine grade cast stretch fi lm
 • Narrow width stretch fi lm
 • Polyethylene shrink fi lm
 • Polyolefi n hi-clarity shrink fi lm
 • PVC shrink band
 • Plastic sheeting-perfed on a roll or cut
 • Plastic sheeting-continuous/single—wound 2”-72” wide
 • Plastic sheeting-centerfolded for machine bagging
 • Plastic sheeting-heavy duty converting/construction fi lm
 • Cling wrap fi lm
 • Foam-in-place high-density fi lm
 • Laminating fi lm
 • Skin packaging fi lm
 • Poly tubing
 • Narrow roll polyester
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Is customer satisfaction important to your business? Would you like to 
get paid for that next shipment? Then your product had better arrive at 
the customer’s dock intact, and looking good.

Protecting your product in transit is vital. And proper packing and 
dunnage are key ingredients. That’s why BGR stocks a wide selection of 
airbags, bubble wrap, peanuts and much more—everything you need 
to get your product there in one piece.  

Not sure which product is best for your application? Ask your BGR 
representative for recommendations. We work to provide the best 
product protection at the lowest possible price.

• Abrasion resistant 2-ply airbags
• Sewn-end 2-ply airbags
• 6-Ply airbags
• Vinyl airbags 
• Airbag infl ator kit
• Bubble bags
• Bubble pack
• Bubble sheets
• Plastic corner protectors
• Roll edge corner protectors
• Cornerboards
• Corrugated corner and edge protectors
• Cro-nel self-seal cohesive foam
• Styrofoam blocks, shapes and die cuts
• Felt foam
• Polyethylene foam 
• Microfoam
• Polyethylene foam profi les and shapes
• Dimplewrap protective packaging paper
• Tissue paper
• Paper wadding
• Paper tubes
• Biodegradable peanuts
• Packing peanuts
• Expandable void fi llers

Protective Packaging & Dunnage Materials

All Types and Sizes
When it comes to purchasing boxes and industrial papers, your 
demands are simple. You want a wide selection of materials. You want 
a range of sizes to choose from. And when you need them, you don’t 
want to wait.

Your demands are simple, and so is your choice of vendor.  

Boxes:

For kraft or white, shipping or shelf display, nobody beats BGR for 
rugged, affordable boxes. Our selection is exceptional, and most items 
are in stock.  

Industrial Papers:

BGR also offers a comprehensive selection of protective industrial 
papers for every application. Kraft, poly, wax or newsprint—we have a 
roll or sheet paper solution in stock to satisfy your packaging needs.

Not sure which material or size is best for you? Your BGR rep can help 
you sort it out. And don’t forget to ask about quantity pricing!

• Standard corrugated boxes
• Open top bin boxes
• Die cut mailer corrugated boxes
• Jumbo bulk container corrugated boxes
• Multiple depth book fold corrugated boxes
• Corrugated triangle mailing tubes
• Corrugated pads/slip sheets
• Corrugated roll stock—single face
• Chipboard boxes
• Clay coated newsback chipboard
• Pallet liner chipboard 
• Plain chipboard
• Kraft paper rolls
• Newsprint paper rolls
• Newsprint paper sheets
• Barrier paper—government specifi cation
• Coated poly paper
• Coated VCI paper
• Coated wax paper
• Skin packaging board

Corrugated Boxes & Industrial Papers
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All Types and Sizes
You hear it a hundred times a day. What’s in this box? What’s the 
weight limit? Is it hazardous? The answer: check the label.

Your label needs are practically endless. Fortunately, BGR’s got you 
covered. Laser or thermal print, paper or vinyl, we have a large 
selection of labels in stock, of practically every type and size. Order 
pre-printed off the shelf, or custom design your own. Our custom label 
turnaround time is the best in the industry. Art, plates, and negatives 
are produced in house. Everything from simple blanks, one color, and 
up to beautiful four color process—we do it all! Call your BGR rep for 
all the details.

• Custom designed and printed labels 
•  Color circle labels
•  Direct thermal labels
•  Laser labels
•  Floodcoat color paper labels
•  Marking gun paper labels
•  Printed message paper labels
• Static warning paper labels
•  Pinfed labels
•  Shockwatch labels
•  Special Brady labels
• Direct thermal labels    
•  Special Brady thermal transfer labels
•  Thermal transfer labels
•  Wire marking labels
•  Yellow vinyl labels
•  Paper tags
•  Tyvek™ tags

Labels

You’ve heard the mailman’s creed? “Neither rain nor snow nor dark of 
night...” Add to that sleet, hail, fl oods, potholes and plain old rough 
handling. Now you’re starting to get a picture of the kind of abuse your 
package can absorb.

The point is, once that mailer leaves your OUT box, you have no 
idea what conditions it will encounter on the way to your customer’s 
door. That’s why BGR carries a comprehensive inventory of padded 
and bubble-lined mailers to help get your delivery there safely. For a 
complete listing of types and sizes, check out our website. Don’t forget 
to ask your BGR rep about volume discounts!

• Kraft lined bubble mailers
• Padded shipper mailers
• Reinforced paper envelopes
• Co-extruded white plastic mailers 
• Standard kraft envelopes 
• Packing list envelopes—all sizes 
• Job ticket holders
• 3-Pocket bubble lined pouches
• Foam-fi lm pouches
• Barrier, absorbent locktop pouches
• Chipboard heavy duty fl at mailers 

Padded/Bubble Lined Mailers & Pouches
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You know how it is on the loading dock; the trailer door opens, the 
forklift goes in... and you don’t know what you’re going to see. But 
when that pallet rolls out looking neat, tight and secure, you know that 
whoever sent it cares about quality and customer satisfaction.

In addition to BGR’s selection of banding, tension, crimping and cutting 
tools (see page 8) we also carry a wide assortment of steel and plastic 
strapping, staples, bailing wire and much more. BGR has everything 
you need to ship effi ciently and securely. Also, be sure to check out our 
selection of fi lm wrap machines and supplies.

• Hand grade plastic strapping
• Machine grade plastic strapping
• Plastic strapping seals
• Steel strapping
• Steel strapping seals
• Steel strapping anchors
• Packaging staples
• Industrial staples
• Offi ce/industrial electric and manual staples 
• Fine wire staples
• Bailing wire
• Stitching wire

Strapping, Banding, Seals, & Stapling

Safety is a two-way street. You depend on your people to use caution 
and common sense. They depend on you to provide them with a safe 
working environment.  

However you count the cost—life and limb, productivity or OSHA 
citations—safety pays. So BGR stocks a wide selection of protective 
clothing and accessories, eye/ear/respiratory protection and HAZMAT 
cleaning supplies.

Safety is serious business, so don’t be a statistic. Give BGR a call.

• Industrial ladies gloves
• Industrial mens gloves
• Heavy lisle ladies gloves
• Heavy lisle mens gloves
• Large disposable vinyl gloves
• Latex gloves
• Mens Kevlar™ gloves
• Mens nylon gloves
• Pigskin driving gloves
• Absorbent/Oil dry sweeping compound
• Spill control absorbent rolls for haz-mat
• Spill control absorbent sheets for haz-mat
• Safety earplugs
• Safety aprons 
• Tyvek™ safety coveralls
• Safety glasses
• Safety respirators
• Tyvek™ safety smocks

Safety
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BGR carries a vast inventory of specialty items. These items aren’t 
particularly hard to fi nd—but they are hard to fi nd in one convenient 
location! From lubricants to desiccants, ties to twine, rags to rust 
proofi ng, we have the specialty items in stock to help you get the 
job done. 

So instead of thumbing through a dozen catalogs, check out BGR’s 
comprehensive website for the most current listing of items. If you 
don’t see what you’re after, give us a call—we can fi nd it for you!

• Anti-static spray
• Citrus aerosol cleaner
• High temperature grease spray
• Silicone spray
• Tefl on® spray
• Cable ties
• Fasteners/twist ties
• Desiccants
• VCI rust preventative
• Tan blockout spray
• Marking ink
• Markers
• Black marking ink aerosol spray
• Aerosol spray paint
• Carry handles 
• Roll foils 
• Purging compound for hot melt systems
• Stencil board
• Stackable pressboard pallets
• Shop rags
• Thermal transfer printer ribbons
• Specialty printer ribbons
• Rope and twine
• Coding systems

Specialty Items

Just-In-Time Contract Packaging 
Solutions from BGR:
If your shop is LEAN—or if you would like it to be—you need to know 
about contract packaging solutions from BGR. 

With BGR’s contract packaging solutions, your packaging components 
are prepared and assembled offsite to your specifi cations. Then we 
deliver them to your shop Just In Time—when you need them. In many 
cases, you receive the package, drop in your product, seal it up and 
ship it right back out. And that’s effi ciency.

Contract packaging is gaining popularity as more and more companies 
follow LEAN practices. LEAN means cutting out processes that don’t 
add value to your fi nished product—things like wasted time, wasted 
materials, wasted space, excess inventory and so on. 

LEAN also means concentrating on what you do best. So, unless 
what you do best is “assemble packages,” BGR contract packaging 
services can improve your operations. Together, we’ll design a contract 
packaging solution that can seriously impact your bottom line.

 • Box assembly 
 • Shrink bundling 
 • Label application 
 • Kit assembly 
 • Parts bagging 

Contract Packaging
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BGR Inc. is a founding member of PDA—Packaging Distributors 
of America. PDA is an alliance of strong, independent distributors 
with over $1.2 billion in combined sales and more than 50 
stocking warehouse locations.

What does our PDA membership mean to you? It means bringing 
together the industry’s best-in-class packaging companies with 
the fi nest packaging manufacturers. It means providing single-
source procurement solutions for multi-location companies. It 
means leveraging resources and buying power without sacrifi cing 
personal service. Most of all, it means helping packagers like you 
achieve Supply Chain Excellence:

 •  More accurate forecasting
 •  Reduced inventory
 •  Improved satisfaction
 •  Increased profi ts
 •  Single-source packaging solutions
 •  Material handling and systems integration
 •  New and reconditioned equipment sales
 •  Equipment repair and service
 •  Equipment installations
 •  Custom converting on specialty tapes
 •  Custom label printing

•  PDA membership is another example of BGR’s   
  commitment to your success.

BGR Inc. and 
Packaging Distributors of America:
Providing Service Across North America


